
Executive Director, Radio Host, Author & Speaker 

Authored the book “The Miracles of Shepherd’s Hill. "

Hosts the nationally syndicated radio program "License
to Parent."

Has decades of experience working with families of
troubled teens bringing emotional & spiritual healing.

SHA is a unique one-year digitally unplugged primitive
therapeutic living experience. 

Trace Embry is the Founder and Director of Shepherd's Hill
Academy (SHA), a Christ-centered therapeutic residential
boarding school for teens in crisis. 

shepherdshillacademy.org (706) 779-5766licensetoparent.org 

Shepherd's Hill Academy | Executive Director

License to Parent | Radio Host

The Miracles of Shepherd's Hill | Author

Captivated | Documentary Feature

Raising Healthy Kids in the Digital Age | Speaker on Digital Technology & its Effects

on Kids & Families

License to Parent airs on over 300 terrestrial radio stations across the United States & around
the world, online via Licensetoparent.org, podcasts, and many other Internet stations.

TRACE EMBRY

IMPACTING THE WORLD

A student built cabin

Understanding Wise Parenting for Today's Culture 
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THE MIRACLES OF SHEPHERD'S HILL

Forsaking home and all that was familiar to pursue a divinely

inspired vision, Trace and Beth Embry knew only that God was

calling them out of their comfort zone and into the great unknown

of a life of radical faith. This is the true account of one family's

journey to unfamiliar territory where, with only two hundred dollars

and a handshake, they would be launched into a more than thirty-

year odyssey of miraculous events and struggles that defied all odds.

Out of this odyssey, a globally recognized healing work to troubled

teens and families was birthed—Shepherd’s Hill Academy.

Available on Amazon

TRACE EMBRY

Wise parenting in today's tech world--the ethics/the science

How algorithm culture is harming families & mental health

The healing power of faith in God and how to flourish in it

How to help kids break free from tech and other addictions

Miracles still happen today--literally

Returning emotional & spiritual health to troubled teens/families

The brain & soul-cleansing effect of living a year in the woods

Background in Law Enforcement, Auto Racing, Entrepreneurship, and

Christian Education. Trace speaks at Major Conferences, Media

Events, Civic Organizations, and Churches. He produces Parent Help

Videos, writes Parenting Articles, contributes to Books, and instructs

Parenting Seminars specializing in Tech's Effect on Families.

His work and voice through Shepherd's Hill Academy & License to

Parent have impacted untold numbers of teens and their families

around the world. 

Trace speaks extensively on:

To book Trace Embry as your guest, contact:

Terri Ross - Marketing Coordinator

terri@shepherdshillacademy.org

706-491-1750

I  wan t  t o  know more

C O N T A C T

T R A C E  E M B R Y

Schedule an Interview or Request Trace Embry to Speak at Your Event
Discover this Incredible Story

https://www.amazon.com/Miracles-Shepherds-Hill-Extraordinary-Interventions/dp/1733267999
mailto:fazzinapr@use.startmail.com
tel:631-463-7369

